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Abstract: Road tunnel operation will suffer from a lot of uncertain external disturbances, which will greatly affect the operational safety of road tunnels and even block traffic. Focusing on road tunnel operation safety and disaster-resistant ability, the concept of resilience is introduced to provide a scientific and effective basis for road tunnel operation and emergency management. In this paper, the concept of tunnel system resilience was proposed based on the concept of system resilience. A theoretical analysis model of road tunnel resilience was built to describe the change in road tunnel system function over time due to external disturbances (e.g., fires, traffic accidents, floods, earthquakes). Five fundamental attributes of road tunnel system resilience were proposed to describe the resilience level. A resilience evaluation method for road tunnels was proposed based on the functional network. The vulnerable links of road tunnels subjected to external disturbances can be analyzed using this method. This study will provide important references for the resilience evaluation method of road tunnels and risk mitigation strategies.
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1. Introduction

The 2022 China statistical bulletin on the development of the transport industry [1] shows that China has built 24,850 road tunnels. In particular, the emergence of numerous subaqueous tunnels has led to more attention on the operation security of road tunnels in China [2]. The factors affecting road tunnel operation safety can be divided into external disturbance events and system self-functional status. For external disturbance events, transport infrastructures are facing a sudden increase in the frequency and intensity of extreme climate due to the change in global climate in the 21st century. Excessive vehicles beyond the design consideration will greatly affect the traffic capability of road tunnels and increase operational security risks. The technical condition of long-term operating road tunnels is generally at a low level due to the occurrence of numerous structural diseases and low operational management capability. These tunnels exhibit poor resistance and recovery when facing the effects of external disturbance events. So, it is necessary to grasp the functional state of road tunnels and improve their operational ability to deal with external disturbances.

The emergence of the concept of system resilience provides a new perspective for systems engineering to cope with external disturbances. The aim of this study was to build a theoretical evaluation framework for road tunnel resilience. The basic concept of road operating tunnel resilience will be discussed in detail, and an evaluation model will be proposed to describe the functional change in road tunnels that are subjected to external disturbances. Finally, one method based on functional networks will be established to evaluate the resilience of road tunnels. It is expected to analyze the critical function nodes and paths that affect road tunnel function under external disturbance conditions.
2. Literature Review

Over the past few years, resilience has become a focal topic for transport infrastructure systems. As an important transportation infrastructure, road tunnels have been studied in depth by a large number of scholars.

Valletta et al. [3] presented a detailed analysis and summary of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey’s pilot program for resilience management methodologies, which was applied to the Holland tunnel and the Port Authority Bus Terminal to evaluate their resilience to Superstorm Sandy-like flood hazards. The purpose of the pilot program was to solve the problem of resource allocation of critical infrastructure assets.

Alderson et al. [4] used the defend–attacker–defender model to research the operational resilience of regional transportation systems. They utilized the major highway roads, bridges, and tunnels of the San Francisco Bay area as nodes to build a transportation network. This network was used to investigate the resilience to worst-case losses.

Wang et al. [5] proposed the concept of surrounding rock resilience of subway tunnels to effectively deal with the problem of instability of surrounding rock structures. They summarized the influencing factors of surrounding rock resilience of subway tunnels, including design, construction, and surrounding rock attributes, formed a surrounding rock resilience evaluation model with eight representative factors as the main evaluation indexes, and proposed an evaluation method of surrounding rock resilience of subway tunnels based on the Euclidean distance method.

Zhang et al. [6] proposed the concepts of emergency resilience and the resilience ring by analyzing tunnel fire cases combined with existing resilience theories. They made a detailed analysis of the linkage operation mechanism of each tunnel subsystem during the whole process of fire occurrence and provided new ideas for tunnel disaster prevention and mitigation.

Khetwal S et al. [7] believed that tunnel resilience had a great impact on the traffic efficiency of the road network. They proposed an ideal data collection framework to calculate the functional level value of road tunnels and then used data analysis to seek the relationship between tunnel design, operation, and tunnel resilience.

Wei et al. [8] put forward the concept of tunnel construction safety resilience. Taking resistance, adaptability, and resilience as the main aspects of construction resilience evaluation and fully considering the tunnel structure, geological conditions, emergency management, and other factors, they built a construction resilience evaluation model with nine representative factors as the main evaluation indexes. Based on the ideal fuzzy matter-element evaluation method, they proposed the weight of a specific evaluation index and the resilience grade of tunnel construction safety.

Zhao et al. [9] built a resilience evaluation index system for tunnel construction emergency management, including 26 indexes. Using the order relation analysis method and the entropy weight method, the index weight was determined using the weighted average method, which effectively reduced the subjectivity of the evaluation.

Zheng et al. [10] divided the engineering structure resilience design into four levels: single safety factor design, reliability design, robustness design, and restorability design. They summarized and analyzed the research progress in geotechnical and underground engineering fields in the above four levels. This research provides a reference for the resilience design theory and framework construction of geotechnical and underground engineering.

Chen et al. [11] proposed the idea of constructing an intelligent shield tunnel construction system based on the resilience theory to realize the intelligent shield tunnel construction in a resilient city. Their main idea was to use the resilience of materials and structure, combined with advanced intelligent technology, in order to realize the intelligent construction of the shield tunnel in a resilient city.

Lin et al. [12] established the tunnel structure resilience analysis model under multiple disturbances, proposed the tunnel structure resilience evaluation index under different typical working conditions, combined with the structural safety control index
value given in relevant specifications, and constructed the tunnel structure resilience classification standard.

Caliendo et al. [13] developed a computational fluid dynamics model to analyze user safety and resilience simultaneously. The relationship between the resilience index and the expected value of risk under different scenarios was studied to serve as a reference in the choice of the most appropriate strategy for the recovery of the system function.

Caliendo et al. [14] assessed the resilience of a twin-tube motorway tunnel in the event of a traffic accident or a fire occurring within a tube using simulation. They conducted a simulation analysis of various traffic disruption scenarios and proposed several measures to improve the recovery efficiency of tunnel functions.

To sum up, numerous existing research studies on tunnel resilience focus on operating road tunnels. The main application scenarios mainly include fire and traffic accidents. There are also some studies about tunnel design, construction, and structure in China. The concept of resilience describes the ability of the system to respond to external disturbances. The external disturbances faced by the tunnel include, but are not limited to, fire and traffic accidents. The existing research cannot reflect the randomness of the influence of various external disturbances. So, it is necessary to build a theoretical evaluation framework including various external disturbances that road tunnels are subjected to.

3. Basic Concept of Road Tunnel Resilience

3.1. Resilience

The concept of resilience first appeared in the field of engineering [15]. Similar to the concept of elasticity, it is used to describe the ability of a single structural member or a certain material to deform and return to the initial state under external force conditions [16]. Since then, the concept of resilience has been introduced into ecology [17], sociology [18], psychology [19], and many other fields. Gradually, it formed a set of independent concept systems, which were used to describe the ability of complex systems to decline and restore to their original functional state or maintain a certain functional level when subjected to external disturbances. After half a century of evolution, the concept of resilience has experienced three stages of development [15]: engineering resilience, ecological resilience, and social–ecological resilience. Its connotation has been gradually enriched and improved, and it has formed four R basic resilience characteristics [20]: robustness, rapidity, redundancy, and resourcefulness. The meaning of the resilience attributes is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Attributes of Resilience</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robustness</td>
<td>Strength or the ability of elements, systems, and other units of analysis to withstand a given level of stress or demand without suffering degradation or loss of function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapidity</td>
<td>The capacity to meet priorities and achieve goals in a timely manner in order to contain losses and avoid future disruption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>The extent to which elements, systems, or other units of analysis exist that are substitutable, i.e., capable of satisfying functional requirements in the event of disruption, degradation, or loss of functionality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resourcefulness</td>
<td>The capacity to identify problems, establish priorities, and mobilize resources when conditions exist that threaten to disrupt some element, system, or other unit of analysis; resourcefulness can be further conceptualized as consisting of the ability to apply material (i.e., monetary, physical, technological, and informational) and human resources to meet established priorities and achieve goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The concept of resilience mainly describes the process of the system resisting external disturbances and recovering. Four main elements can be extracted in this process:

1. External disturbances.
2. System function.
(3) Resistant ability.
(4) Recovery ability.

In the conceptual system of resilience, “system” and “external disturbance” are two main elements in the process. Among them, “system” is the main carrier to withstand “external disturbance”. The appearance of “external disturbances” will affect the “system function” and reduce the operating level of the system. “Resistance” and “recovery” are the coping abilities of the system after suffering “external disturbance”. The relationship between the four elements can be described as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1.** The relationship diagram of resilience concept keyword.

### 3.2. Road Tunnel System Resilience

Based on the concept of resilience, road tunnel system resilience can be defined as the ability of a road tunnel system to resist the influence it is subjected to by external disturbances, maintain a certain level of operation, and restore to normal quickly. In this definition, four key points need to be discussed:

1. What is the function of a road tunnel system?
2. What is a road tunnel system?
3. What are the external disturbances faced by road tunnel systems?
4. What is the research content of road tunnel resilience?

Firstly, as a transportation infrastructure, the most basic function of a road tunnel system is to achieve safe, unobstructed, and comfortable transportation. So, the core of the road tunnel system resilience concept will be considered the degree of influence of external disturbances on the traffic capacity of a road tunnel.

Secondly, the realization of the basic functions of road tunnels not only depends on the existing basic structure and facilities but also on various operating systems, management mechanisms, and resource allocation to ensure the safe operation of road tunnels. So, the road tunnel system can be divided into two systems: the road tunnel infrastructure system and the road tunnel auxiliary function system. The compositions of the two systems are shown in Figure 2.
Thirdly, “external disturbance” in the concept system of resilience refer to the uncertain events that will have a great impact on the system. For the road tunnel system, “external disturbance” should be the potential major risk events during road tunnel operation. These risk events are mainly characterized using suddenness, uncertainty, linkage, and coupling, which will greatly affect the structural safety and traffic capacity of the road tunnel. So, the “external disturbances” to road tunnels can be divided into natural disaster events and emergency events, as shown in Figure 3.

![Classification diagram of a road tunnel system.](image)

**Figure 2.** Classification diagram of a road tunnel system.

Finally, according to the concept of road tunnel resilience, the process of a road tunnel coping with external disturbances can be divided into three stages:

1. Functional decline stage.
2. Low functional operating stage.

![Classification diagram of “external disturbance” in the road tunnel.](image)

**Figure 3.** Classification diagram of “external disturbance” in the road tunnel.
(3) Functional recovery stage.

These three stages mainly describe three aspects of the resilience of road tunnels:

(1) Degree of function loss of the road tunnel.
(2) Level of low functional operating of the road tunnel.
(3) Degree of function recovery of the road tunnel.

Among them, the infrastructure system is the most important structural component and facility of road tunnels, as well as the main carrier to deal with “external disturbance”. The auxiliary functional system is the key link to ensure the normal operation of the road tunnel system, improve disaster prevention ability, and improve functional recovery ability.

Based on the above analysis of the concept of road tunnel resilience, combined with the concept of the public safety triangle [20], a road tunnel resilience triangle was proposed to specifically describe the relationship between external disturbances, the road tunnel infrastructure system, and the road tunnel auxiliary function system, as shown in Figure 4.

![Road tunnel resilience triangle](image)

Figure 4. Road tunnel resilience triangle.

The road tunnel resilience triangle mainly includes the following basic content:

(1) The infrastructure system is affected by external disturbances and absorbs their influence.
(2) According to the state of the road tunnel infrastructure system, the road tunnel auxiliary function system should be adjusted in time to ensure the normal operation of the highway tunnel. The auxiliary function system should be adapted for the infrastructure system.
(3) The occurrence of external disturbances will be fed back to the tunnel auxiliary function system to trigger an effective response mechanism to achieve the purpose of disaster prevention. The tunnel’s resistant ability and recovery ability will be improved to make the system more resilient via learning and summarizing.

3.3. Evaluation Range of Road Tunnel Resilience

The concept of resilience is relative to external disturbances. The resilience level of the road tunnel is an intrinsic attribute. This intrinsic attribute can only be motivated when the system is subjected to relatively severe external disturbances. So, the resilience evaluation will lose practical significance when the road tunnel is in the area of low external disturbance risk. Of course, this also needs to take into account the importance of the road tunnel itself. Therefore, the resilience evaluation of road tunnels should be targeted at major and important road tunnels, submarine tunnels, tunnel groups, and tunnels in areas with a high risk of external disturbances.

4. Theoretical Analysis Model of Road Tunnel Resilience

4.1. Introduction of the Model

Based on the concept of resilience, it can be seen that the essence of resilience is a comprehensive ability to resist external disturbances, reflected using system function changes
over time. Therefore, the change in system function over time is used to quantitatively describe the resilience value.

Referring to the conceptual model of seismic resilience proposed by Bruneau et al. [21], a theoretical model of road tunnel resilience was proposed, combined with the characteristics of the road tunnel as shown in Figure 5. In order to quantify the resilience of the road tunnel, the following hypotheses are proposed:

(1) Before and after the road tunnel system is affected by external disturbances, the change in system function level value is not considered.

(2) The functional change in the road tunnel system caused by external disturbances is linear.

![Functional level of road tunnel system (F)](image)

**Figure 5.** Resilience theoretical model of a road tunnel system, where \( F_{\text{before}} \) is the value of the system function level of the road tunnel before the influence of external disturbance. \( F_{\text{after}} \) is the value of the system function level of the road tunnel after the influence of external disturbances. \( F_{\text{recover}} \) is the value of the system function level of the road tunnel after road tunnel system restoration. \( F_{\text{min}} \) is the lowest level of system function when the basic traffic capacity of the road tunnel is satisfied. \( \Delta F \) is the disaster loss value of the road tunnel system. \( t_1 \) is the moment when the road tunnel system suffers from a natural disaster or emergency event. \( t_2 \) is the moment when the function of the road tunnel system declines to the lowest value. \( t_3 \) is the moment when the function of the road tunnel system begins to recover. \( t_4 \) is the moment when the function of the road tunnel system is restored to its normal state.

In the theoretical analysis model of road tunnels, the road tunnel system operates at a constant functional level before and after being affected by external disturbances. The three stages of road tunnel resilience proposed in Section 3.2 are the AE, EF, and FB segments, as shown in Figure 5. In the AE segment, \( \Delta F \) is used to describe the degree of damage to the system function or the severity of external disturbances. In the EF segment, the response time of the road tunnel system can be described using \( t_3 - t_2 \). It is used to reflect the soundness of the system’s response mechanism to external disturbances. Under the sound emergency response mechanism, the road tunnel system can quickly start an effective emergency decision-making scheme and prevent secondary damage to the system’s function. In the FB segment, the recovery time of the road tunnel system function is described using \( t_4 - t_3 \). In addition, resilience should be an ability of the system within a certain functional state. If the system function exceeds a certain limit, the system can be considered to enter a “plastic stage” called resilience failure state. Under this state, the road tunnel system should have the following three characteristics:

(1) The road tunnel system function is basically lost.
(2) The road tunnel system function is difficult to recover in a short time.
(3) The cost of road tunnel system function restoration is high.

For the road tunnel system, \( P_{\text{min}} \) is defined as the system resilience limit, which is used to describe the system function level value when the road tunnel system maintains the most basic traffic capacity.

From the perspective of resilience, the road tunnel system can predict and forewarn the external disturbance so that it can deal with the influence in advance. The threat of external disturbances to the road tunnel system function will be greatly reduced, and the road tunnel system will show better resilience. Therefore, the road tunnel system function will exhibit the following characteristics, as shown in Figure 6:

(1) Slower decline speed.
(2) Lower disaster damage value.
(3) Zero response.
(4) Faster recovery speed.

![Functional level of road tunnel system (F)](image)

**Figure 6.** Ideal resilience curve of the road tunnel system, where \( \Delta t \) is the disaster loss lag time.

### 4.2. Basic Properties of Road Tunnel Resilience

Combined with the theoretical analysis model of road tunnel resilience, the resilience level can be described using three aspects:

(1) The influence degree of the road tunnel system subjected to external disturbances.
(2) The ability of the road tunnel system to respond to external disturbances.
(3) Road tunnel system function recovery level.

Based on the 4R attributes of resilience, five resilience attributes of road tunnels were proposed to describe the resilience level, as shown in Table 2.

Resistibility and responsiveness are used to describe the ability of road tunnel systems to respond to external disturbances. A higher resilience level indicates greater resistance to external disturbances and shorter response times. Adaptability is used to describe the influence degree of the road tunnel system subjected to external disturbances. A higher resilience level indicates a lower impact when subjected to external disturbances. Recoverability and robustness are used to describe the system function recovery level. A higher resilience level indicates shorter recovery times and higher post-disaster functional levels.
Table 2. The table of basic attributes of road tunnel resilience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Attributes of Road Tunnel Resilience</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resistibility</td>
<td>The ability of the road tunnel system to cope with “external disturbance”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>The ability of the road tunnel system to adapt to “external disturbance”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>The ability of the road tunnel system to respond to “external disturbance”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recuperability</td>
<td>The ability of the road tunnel system function to recover quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness</td>
<td>The ability of the road tunnel system to recover stability after suffering “external disturbance”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Resilience Evaluation Method of Road Tunnel

5.1. Evaluation Method and Indexes

The existing resilience evaluation methods mainly include the index system method and the network analysis method. The index system method is mainly applied to the resilience evaluation of a single system. In the study of urban resilience evaluation, ARUP [22] has developed a framework for assessing urban resilience. The resilience assessment framework mainly divides the indicators into four dimensions: health and wellbeing, economy and society, infrastructure and ecosystem, and leadership and strategy. On this basis, 52 primary indexes and 156 secondary indexes were constructed to evaluate urban resilience. The establishment of the index system can comprehensively analyze the influencing factors of resilience. Zhong [23] constructed the resilience evaluation index system for road tunnel construction. In this index system, the absorptivity resistance, adaptive learning ability, and recovery ability are taken as the first-level evaluation index. The second-level index is the specific system used to realize the above functions; however, in the absence of a large amount of supporting data, index weights and scores tend to be too subjective.

The network analysis method is mainly applied to the resilience evaluation of road networks. Taking the road network in East China as the research object, Sheng [24] established the network topology model using counties and cities as nodes. The key nodes and key sections in the network are identified using computer simulation to evaluate the risk of the road network. The network established in this method is nondirective between nodes. This network analysis method is suitable for systems with multiple explicit nodes. The road tunnel system cannot construct such a nondirective network.

The resilience evaluation method of road tunnels should be oriented to actual needs. If the evaluation only obtains a specific resilience value of highway tunnels, it can only have a general understanding of the resilience state of road tunnels. It cannot identify the pain points and weak links of the system in the prevention process of external disturbances. Such resilience evaluation methods lack practical utility; therefore, the resilience evaluation of road tunnels needs to analyze the critical path in the process of resisting external disturbances in detail, to point out the key nodes and important paths of the system.

In order to meet the needs of the evaluation, a resilience evaluation method of road tunnel systems was constructed by combining the index system method with the network analysis. The five basic attributes of road tunnel resilience proposed in Section 3.2 were taken as primary evaluation indexes. A formula for calculating the subitem resilience value of road tunnels was proposed as follows:

$$R_i = \omega_r R_r + \omega_a R_a + \omega_s R_s + \omega_c R_c + \omega_b R_b$$

where $R_i$ is the value of road tunnel resilience for a single external disturbance, $R_r$ is the resistibility value, $R_a$ is the adaptability value, $R_s$ is the responsiveness value, $R_c$ is the recuperability value, $R_b$ is the robustness capability value, $\omega_r$ is the resistibility weight, $\omega_a$...
is the adaptability weight, $\omega_3$ is the responsiveness weight, $\omega_4$ is the recuperability weight, and $\omega_5$ is the robustness weight.

Each road tunnel subsystem proposed in Section 3.2 is numbered and taken as a node to construct the functional network of the road tunnel system, as shown in Figure 7. In this functional network, directed arrows are used to express the transmission direction of system functions. The resilience index value is obtained by analyzing the system function network. Finally, the key nodes and paths affecting the resilience of the road tunnel can be analyzed in this network.

**Figure 7.** Functional network diagram of the road tunnel system, where I is the infrastructure system of the road tunnel, and A is the auxiliary function system of the road tunnel.

5.2. Overall Resilience of Road Tunnels

The types, severity, and frequency of external disturbances suffered by different road tunnels are quite different. So, the resilience evaluation of road tunnels should not only consider the common requirements but also focus on the differences in operating environments faced by different road tunnels. Therefore, the overall resilience value should be reflected using the resilience value of the road tunnel in response to different external disturbances, as shown in Figure 8. Furthermore, the following formulas for calculating the road tunnel resilience considering different operating environments are proposed. The weight of external disturbances is determined using the type of external disturbance. It is used to describe the difference in the operating environment faced by road tunnels so that the resilience evaluation is more suitable to the actual situation.

\[
R = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i R_i
\]

where $R$ is the overall road tunnel resilience value, and $\omega_i$ is the resilience weight value of the road tunnel in response to different external disturbances.
6. Conclusions

This paper provides a summary of the existing research on the resilience of road tunnels. We analyze the basic elements of resilience. It can be divided into four keywords: system function, external disturbances, resistant ability, and recovery ability. The relationship between the four basic elements is described in this paper, and we propose the basic concept of road tunnel system resilience. Based on this concept, we propose the tunnel function system composition and the classification of external disturbances faced by road tunnels. The road tunnel resilience triangle is proposed to describe the relationship between road tunnel systems and external disturbances emphatically. The theoretical analysis model of road tunnel resilience is built to describe the change in road tunnel system function over time due to external disturbances. The ideal resilience curve of road tunnel systems can be used to exhibit a high resilience level, which includes slow speed of functional damage, low functional damage, zero response, and fast speed of functional recovery. Five basic properties of road tunnel resilience are proposed to describe the resilience level. Furthermore, we propose a resilience evaluation method for road tunnels based on the functional network. This method can show the functional transfer direction through the functional nodes. We can analyze the important functional nodes and paths to find vulnerable links that road tunnel systems are subjected to by external disturbances. Based on the vulnerable links, it can provide a theoretical foundation for capital allocation plans and risk mitigation strategies.
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